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About This Game

** Added by publisher: Development is currently on-hold. As detailed in a Steam community forum post in 2018, the
one-man development person suffered a head injury and is yet to return to working on Rogue System. Obviously a

purchase at this time is for the experience as it currently stands. **

Rogue System's goal is to depict the possibilities of space exploration and combat within a realistic environment--choosing not
to ignore the "science" in science-fiction. Key features do/will include proper orbital mechanics for all objects in space; detailed

ship system control, functionality, inter-dependency and damage reaction; and the ability to move freely from one ship to
another, EVA, and effect repairs while in flight.

Rogue System’s Core Module (CM) will be a complete campaign-driven sim on its own. It utilizes both dynamic as well as
scripted missions to allow for greater replay-ability while telling an intriguing story.

Finally, Rogue System is fully moddable, allowing both DCI as well as the sim’s community to add new ships, missions, and
even campaigns.

Later, Extension Modules (EM) will add even more gameplay.
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Complete garbage game. Kids under 8 may enjoy the play. Repetitive within 3 mins.
Do not waste your money on this game that was free years ago, and has been repackaged to take advantage of steam.. with accu
feel v2 it's ok.. Quite fun story despite trying too hard to be dark and twisted and falling flat with too lighthearted scenes and
silly dialogues. The entire plot is also very hard to take seriously. But there aren't enough VNs about incestuous murderous
sociopaths so it gets a pass.. I love hidden object games. I understand there are some items that are confusing or that you don't
expect what they are, but that's the point of those games. There's a couple of problems of this game that makes me dislike it, but
not hate it.

I live in south Louisiana, so I know about the culture and stuff around here. Apparently, this game failed to capture it. Using
only Voodoo to relate to New Orleans doesn't help.

Another thing is the abrupt ending. I like the story, but the ending just washed it away.

This isn't a good game, but not a bad game. I got this game because I love to see stuff that takes place in Louisiana. This one,
was a slight disappointment.. 10\/10 would promote child labor again.. At the moment, I cannot recommend The Love Boat -
Second Chances on Steam. Despite enjoying the first of the series, it is currently very buggy, and towards the last few levels, I
gave up on completing the achievements, and mostly aim to complete the story instead.

1. Poor response time after clicking. Sometimes your clicks might not register at all, or skip if you quickly click on another item
afterwards.

2. Delay between actions. There is a very noticeable delay between your actions, which makes the whole experience really
janky, and not smooth at all. Checking out customers was also a very tedious process, it is very slow.

3. Impossible\/hard to complete levels due to bugs. On one of the MAIN levels, you were required to submit only full orders.
However, due to the poor response\/delay, the items ended being submitted to the customers INDIVIDUALLY, causing the
challenge to be failed. However, after quite a few restarts, it is possible to clear it.

4. Clipping issues\/graphic bugs - During cutscenes, or levels themselves, the npcs and customers would clip through each other,
and the background. There was also alot of inconsistencies between the character model and the ongoing story.  Julie was shown
to have an eyepatch on her model after a certain cutscene. However, her subsequent models during story and challenge levels do
not reflect this change, even though it will show up again immediately in cutscenes after a level.

5. Poor minigames design - The minigames were largely repetitive, most of which involve clicking 3 spots, and there is no
change in pattern at all for any of the minigames. The 3 spots will always be in the same place, the luggage will always be
stacked in the same way etc. Also I had difficulty with one of the minigames, where I couldn't click and scroll properly with my
mouse.

6. Story - 6.5\/10, I personally felt that the story wasn't as good as the first.

Overall, the game was very tedious to play through, with the poor responses and delay that I had not encountered in other
gamehouse games (though the first Love Boat was a little laggy for me too). Expert mode did not feel like a challenge at all,
given the new ability to force out new customers according to your own pace. This new feature also shorten the duration I
usually spend on other Gamehouse games quite significantly. Hopefully some or all of these might be fixed in the future.. I like
the flight system in the game.
But it is a PvE only... hope that PvP coming soon!. Excellent with friends, although the AI is quite good too, even if they do wall
bounce a bit too much on the difficult tracks. Cars handle well, having no brakes means you really have to think about your
apexes and the graphics, weapons (which you can turn on or off) and time trial modes are good. If I have a reservation, its that
there are not enough tracks. Too many are oval like and that limits the challenge. Double the tracks and this will be a must buy..
i like This Game Hope more update New weapon Hero etc XD
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It Is Short But very good i like these pixel games rate it

999\/10. The kind of tainted fairy-tale spectacle The Yawhg promotes sadly fades all too soon, despite the whimsically strong
writing and the playful art that often hints at a slightly darker edge. For all its subtle melancholy and inventive storytelling,
there’s only a small window of time when all these things mesh together to create something special. After that, it’s more about
rediscovery and rehashing in the futile hopes that relevance can be found by combining the old and worn.

Full review // http://www.honestgamers.com/12410/pc/the-yawhg/review.html. Without doubt this add-on is supurb, if you want
to get back to dead simple flying with all the A2A high standards, this is the one. I love it, especially flying from Barow in the
UK out over the lake district, or down to Blackpool, its worth every penny. I hope they develop a Super Cub, if so I'll be first in
line. I cannot give this game a good review because it is so buggy under windows 10 that I can't even get halfway through before
encountering game breaking bugs, mostly with the HO scenes.

It seems that the hidden object scenes are very picky about the exact spot that you touch one object on another for things that
have to be combined. If you dont hit that spot (even though it looks like your mouse was right on the object) the object that you
were using sometimes gets removed from the scene without the action being completed. At this point the game is hosed - totally
broken. You cannot complete the HO scene and get the item needed for the rest of the game.

There are a myriad of other issues too, like inventory items being added twice, the screen going black, not being given the item
when the HO scene closed, etc etc. Most of these would resolve by leaving the game and coming back in.

Finally I encountered a game breaking bug in a normal scene that appears to be repeatable, so I give up. This game isn't
playable.

If they fix it so that it works, I'll try it again and revise my review. This has got to be the buggiest game I have ever played on
Steam.. Only buy this if you intend to play it as a party game with four people at least, and people have been drinking heavily
and most of them don't usually play games. This could be a fun little diversion for up to even as long as half an hour if you really
drag it out, but I'm not sure it's worth the money even for that much entertainment.

There's nothing here for the single player - it's just too brutally short and simple. You can probably finish it inside of five
minutes, and it does not take very long at all for the options to start repeating on your multiple playthroughs. There's a bit to like
about it, if only there were more of it, but simply adding more weeks however, would probably expose the lack of depth.

For a very similar type of gameplay with a bit more depth and much more duration, try 'Monster Loves You!'. Charlie, you're a
pretty awesome dude.
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